**Stainless Steel**

**WOVEN MESH**

---

**METRIC**

- **Aperture**: 1.56 mm
- **Wire Diameter**: 0.56 mm

**NEAREST IMPERIAL**

- **Mesh**: 12
- **SWG**: 24

**Stock Status**: Stocked
- **Finish**: Nil
- **Weave Type**: Plain Weave
- **Approx Kg/m²**: 1.93 Kg/m²
- **Approx % Open Area**: 54 %

**TESTING / STANDARD**

Mesh is Tested / Manufactured to

- **ASTM E2016-15**

  'Standard Specification for Industrial Woven Wire Cloth'

---

Images are provided as a guide only
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**PRODUCT CODE** | **GRADE** | **Width mm** | **Length m** | **Diam. mm** | **APPROX Kg/ROLL**
---|---|---|---|---|---
SSWO 01560 1244 | 304 | 1245 mm | 30 m | 220 mm | 72 Kg
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